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Abstract 

This manuscript summarizes the results of Classical Physics before Quantum 
Mechanics and Hypotheses proposed by classical physicists from the 17th un-
til the beginning of 21st century. We then proceed to unify these results into 
a single coherent picture in frames of the developed Hypersphere 
World-Universe Model (WUM). The Model proposes 5 types of Dark Matter 
particles and predicts their masses; models the origin, evolution, and structure 
of the World and Macroobjects; provides a mathematical framework that ties 
together a number of Fundamental constants and allows for direct calculation 
of their values. 
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1. Introduction 

This manuscript concludes the series of papers [1]-[9] published by “Journal of 
High Energy Physics, Gravitation and Cosmology” journal. Many results ob-
tained there are quoted in the current work without a full justification; an inter-
ested reader is encouraged to view the referenced papers in such cases. The ar-
ticle does not provide an overview of Hypersphere World-Universe Model 
(WUM), so please refer to manuscripts for that. 

In this paper, we show that WUM is a natural continuation of Classical Phys-
ics. The Model makes use a number of Hypotheses proposed by classical physic-
ists from the 17th until the beginning of 21st century. The presented Hypotheses 
are not new, and we don’t claim credit for them. In fact, we are developing the 
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existent Hypothesis and proposing new Hypothesis in frames of WUM. The 
main objective of the Model is to unify and simplify existing results in Classical 
Physics into a single coherent picture. 

WUM is a classical model. It should then be described by classical notions, 
which define emergent phenomena. By definition, an emergent phenomenon is 
a property that is a result of simple interactions that work cooperatively to create 
a more complex interaction. Physically, simple interactions occur at a micro-
scopic level, and the collective result can be observed at a macroscopic level. 
WUM introduces classical notions, when the very first ensemble of particles was 
created at the cosmological time ≅ 10−18 s. The World at cosmological times less 
than 10−18 s is best described by Quantum Mechanics [1]. 

In Part 2 we present principal milestones in Classical Physics and show that 
all the most important Fundamental Physical constants were measured and 
could be calculated before Quantum Mechanics. Analysis of Hypotheses pro-
posed by classical physicists and developing them in frames of WUM are given 
in Part 3. In Part 4 we propose Hypotheses of Hypersphere World-Universe 
Model. In Part 5 Assumptions, Evidence, Principle Points and Predictions of 
WUM are discussed. 

2. Classical Physics 

In this Section we describe principal milestones in Classical Physics. Based on 
the analysis of measured physical constants we make a conclusion that the most 
important Fundamental constants could be calculated before Quantum Me-
chanics. 

Kinetic Theory of Gases explains macroscopic properties of gases, such as 
pressure, temperature, viscosity, thermal conductivity, and volume, by consi-
dering their molecular composition and motion. In 1859, James Clerk Maxwell 
formulated the Maxwell distribution of molecular velocities, which gave the 
proportion of molecules having a certain velocity in a specific range [10]. This 
was the first-ever statistical law in Physics that defines macroscopic properties of 
gases as emergent phenomena. 

Maxwell’s equations were published by J. C. Maxwell in 1861 [11]. He calcu-
lated the velocity of electromagnetic waves from the value of the electrodynamic 
constant c measured by Weber and Kohlrausch in 1857 [12] and noticed that the 
calculated velocity was very close to the velocity of light measured by Fizeau in 
1849 [13]. This observation made him suggest that light is an electromagnetic 
phenomenon [14]. 

Rydberg constant R∞ is a physical constant relating to atomic spectra. The 
constant first arose in 1888 as an empirical fitting parameter in the Rydberg 
formula for the hydrogen spectral series [15]. As of 2012, R∞ is the most accu-
rately measured Fundamental physical constant. The Rydberg constant can be 
expressed as in the following equation: 

3

2
R

a
α

∞ =  
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where α is Sommerfeld’s constant and is, in fact, the ratio of electron mass me to 
the basic unit of mass m0: 0em mα =  and m0 equals to: 0m h ac= , where h is 
Planck constant, a is the basic unit of length: ea αλ=  and eλ  is the Compton 
wavelength of an electron: e eh m cλ = . 

Electron Charge-to-Mass Ratio ee m  is a Quantity in experimental phys-
ics. It bears significance because the electron mass me cannot be measured di-
rectly. The ee m  ratio of an electron was successfully calculated by J. J. Thom-
son in 1897 [16]. We define it after Thomson: T eR e m≡ . 

Planck Constant was suggested by Max Planck as the result of the investiga-
tions the problem of black-body radiation. He used Boltzmann’s famous equa-
tion from Statistical Thermodynamics: lnBS k W=  that shows the relationship 
between entropy S and the number of ways the atoms or molecules of a thermo-
dynamic system can be arranged (kB is the Boltzmann constant). 

As the result of his analysis, Planck found that the average resonator entropy 
must be described by a function which depends on the ratios U/ν and U/E at the 
same time (U is vibrational energy of vibrating resonator). Planck reconciled 
those two requirements through E hν=  in which h represents a factor that 
converts units of frequency ν into units of energy E. Planck was able to calculate 
the value of h from experimental data on black-body radiation: his result in 
1901, 346.55 10 J sh −= × ⋅ , is within 1.2% of the currently accepted value. He was 
also able to make the first determination of kB from the same data and theory: 
his result, 231.346 10 J KBk −= × , is about 2.5% lower than today’s figure [17]. 

We emphasize that Planck constant, which is generally associated with the 
behavior of microscopically small systems, was introduced by Max Planck based 
on Statistical Thermodynamics before Quantum Mechanics. 

Classical Fundamental Physical Constants. Based on the experimentally 
measured values of the constants R∞, RT, c, h we calculate the most important 
Fundamental constants as follows: 

2 2 2
2

2 2
0 00

2 2 2
T

e ee

e hc h aR
m h c m c h cm c

α α
αµ µ αµ

   
= = = = ×   
   

 

where 0µ  is the magnetic constant: 7
0 4π 10 H mµ −= × . Then we can find the 

following equations: 
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All these Fundamental constants, including classical electron radius 
2πoa a= , were measured and could be calculated before Quantum Mechanics. 

3. Hypotheses Revisited by WUM 

Hypersphere World-Universe Model is based on classical physics and makes use 
of a number of hypotheses unknown and forgotten by mainstream scientific 
community. Below we will describe the Hypotheses belonging to classical phy-
sicists such as Le Sage, McCullagh, Riemann, Heaviside, Bjerknes, Tesla, Dirac, 
and Sakharov, and develop them in frames of WUM. Please pay tribute to these 
great physicists! 

According to WUM, two Fundamental Parameters in various rational expo-
nents define all macro features of the World: Sommerfeld’s constant α and di-
mensionless quantity Q. While α is constant, Q increases with time, and is, in 
fact, the dimensionless Age of the World. It can be calculated from the value of 
the gravitational parameter G [4]: 

2 4
1

8π
a cQ G

hc
−= ×  

Three Fundamental Units define all physical dimensional parameters of the 
World: momentum 0p h a= , energy density 4

0 hc aρ = , and energy flux den-
sity 2 4

0J hc a= . For all particles under consideration we use four-momentum 
to conduct statistical analysis of particles’ ensembles, obtaining the energy den-
sity as the result. From classical point of view, we utilize three characteristics: 
type of particle (fermion or boson), mass, and charge. 

3.1. Aether 

Physical Aether was suggested as early as 17th century, by Isaac Newton. Fol-
lowing the work of Thomas Young (1804) and Augustin-Jean Fresnel (1816), it 
was believed that light propagates as a transverse wave within an elastic medium 
called Luminiferous Aether. At that time, it was realized that Aether could not 
be an elastic matter of an ordinary type that can only transmit longitudinal 
waves. 

Unique properties of Aether were discussed by James McCullagh in 1846 who 
proposed a theory of a rotationally elastic medium, i.e. a medium in which every 
particle resists absolute rotation. The potential energy of deformation in such a 
medium depends only on the rotation of the volume elements and not on their 
compression or general distortion. This theory produces equations analogous to 
Maxwell’s electromagnetic equations [18]. Aether with these properties can 
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transmit transverse waves. 
Luminiferous Aether was abandoned in 1905. In later years there have been 

classical physicists who advocated the existence of Aether: 
• Nikola Tesla declared in 1937 in “Prepared Statement on the 81st birthday 

observance”: All attempts to explain the workings of the universe without 
recognizing the existence of the aether and the indispensable function it plays 
in the phenomena are futile and destined to oblivion [19]; 

• Paul Dirac stated in 1951 in an article in Nature, titled “Is there an Aether?” 
that we are rather forced to have an aether [20]. 

WUM introduces the Medium of the World, which is an Aether composed of 
stable elementary particles: protons, electrons, photons, neutrinos, and Dark 
Matter particles. The existence of the Medium is a principal point of WUM. It 
follows from the observations of Intergalactic Plasma; Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground Radiation; Far-Infrared Background Radiation; Gamma-ray Background 
Radiation. According to WUM, inter-galactic voids discussed by astronomers 
are, in fact, examples of the Medium in its purest. The Medium is the absolute 
frame of reference [1]. 

The total energy density of the Medium ρM is 2/3 of the total energy density of 
the World ρW in all cosmological times. All Macroobjects (MOs) are built from 
the same particles. The energy density of MOs adds up to 1/3 of the total energy 
density throughout the World’s evolution [5]. 

3.2. Le Sage’s Theory of Gravitation 

Wikipedia summarizes this theory as a mechanical explanation for Newton’s 
gravitational force in terms of streams of tiny unseen particles (which Le Sage 
called ultra-mundane corpuscles) impacting all material objects from all direc-
tions. According to this model, any two material bodies partially shield each 
other from the impinging corpuscles, resulting in a net imbalance in the pressure 
exerted by the impact of corpuscles on the bodies, tending to drive the bodies 
together. 

Lyman Spitzer in 1941 calculated that absorption of radiation between two 
dust particles leads to a net attractive force, which varies proportionally to 1/r2 
[21]. The Le Sage mechanism also has been identified as a significant factor in 
the behavior of dusty plasma [22]. 

Attempts are made to rehabilitate the theory (see, for example references 
[23]-[30]). In this respect, we would like to stress the importance of extended 
theories of gravity in the debate about gravitation, as it is clarified by C. Corda in 
“Interferometric detection of gravitational waves: the definitive test for General 
Relativity” [31]. A possibility that gravity is not an interaction, but a manifesta-
tion of a symmetry based on a Galois field is discussed by F. Lev in “Is Gravity 
an Interaction?” [32]. 

WUM introduces the Cosmic Neutrino Background (CNB), which is indeed a 
space-filling and isotropic flux. CNB has an energy density ρCNB about 69% of the 
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total energy density of the Medium ρM that provides high intensity of CNB [3]. 
One may wonder—if there are so many neutrinos out there, how come the 

numerous neutrino detectors do not register them in significant quantities? 
Calculated Fermi energies for CNB [5] show that it consists of very low-energy 
neutrinos. Their interaction with matter is weak. Since the neutrino-induced 
cross-sections depend on the neutrinos energy linearly, such background neu-
trinos will not be registered by standard neutrino detectors. In fact, we might 
never be able to directly observe the CNB. 

By analogy between Electromagnetism and Gravitoelectromagnetism, we re-
write Dirac’s quantization condition for electron and monopole charges for 
masses m and M [5]: 

20.5 PmM M=  

Two particles or microobjects will not exert gravity on one another when both 
of their masses are smaller than the Planck mass MP. Planck mass can then be 
viewed as the mass of the smallest Macroobject (MO) capable of generating the 
gravitational field and serves as a natural borderline between classical and quan-
tum physics [4]. It means that for the realization of Le Sage’s mechanism of gra-
vitation at least one material object must be MO. The validity of this statement 
follows from the work of L. Spitzer [21] and A. M. Ignatov [22]. 

To summarize: 
• Le Sage’s theory of gravitation defines Gravity as emergent phenomenon; 
• Gravity is not an interaction but a manifestation of the Medium; 
• The proposed mechanism of Gravitation resembles Le Sage’s theory. 

3.3. Hypersphere Universe 

In 1854, Georg Riemann proposed a hypersphere as a model of a finite universe 
[33]. A hypersphere is the four-dimensional analog of a sphere. A regular 
three-dimensional sphere has a two-dimensional surface. Similarly, a 
4-dimensional sphere has a 3-dimensional surface. 

WUM: Before the Beginning of the World there was nothing but an Eternal 
Universe. About 14.2 billion years ago the World was started by a fluctuation in 
the Eternal Universe, and the Nucleus of the World, a 4-dimensional ball, was 
born. An extrapolated Nucleus radius at the Beginning was equal to a, that is 
chosen to fit the Age of the World. In WUM, a classical notion of “Size” can only 
be introduced when the very first ensemble of particles was created at the Nuc-
leus radius about 2 103 10 ma α −≅ × . 

The 3D World is a hypersphere that is the surface of the 4-ball Nucleus. All 
points of the hypersphere are equivalent; there are no preferred centers or 
boundary of the World [7]. The extrapolated energy density of the World at the 
Beginning was four orders of magnitude smaller than the nuclear energy density 
[5]. 

The principal point of WUM is that the energy density of the World ρW equals 
to the critical energy density ρcr, which can be found by considering a sphere of 
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radius RM and enclosed mass M, with a small test mass m on the periphery of the 
sphere. Mass M can be calculated by multiplication of ρcr by the volume of the 
sphere. The equation for ρcr can be found from the escape speed calculation for 
test mass m: 

2 2
1

0 4

3 33
8πcr

F

H c hcQ
G L

ρ ρ −= = × =  

where H is Hubble’s parameter and LF equals to: 1 4
FL a Q= ×  [7]. 

3.4. Gravitoelectromagnetism 

Gravitoelectromagnetism (GEM) is the gravitational analog of electromagnet-
ism. The analogy and GEM equations differing from Maxwell’s equations by 
some constants were first published by O. Heaviside in 1893 [34]. WUM follows 
Heaviside’s approach. 

3.5. Creation of Matter 

In 1964, F. Hoyle and J. V. Narlikar offered an explanation for the appearance of 
new matter by postulating the existence of what they dubbed the “Creation 
field”, or just the “C-field” [35]. In 1974, Paul Dirac discussed continuous crea-
tion of matter by additive mechanism (uniformly throughout space) and multip-
licative mechanism (proportional to the amount of existing matter) [36]. 

WUM: 3D World is a hypersphere of 4-ball which is expanding in the Eternal 
Universe, so that its radius in the fourth spatial dimension is increasing with 
speed 𝑐𝑐 that is the gravitoelectrodynamic constant [5]. The lightspeed expanding 
hyperspherical topology was proposed in [37] [38]. 

The surface of the 4-ball is created in a process analogous to sublimation. It is 
a well-known endothermic process that occurs when surfaces are intrinsically 
more energetically favorable than the bulk of a material, and hence there is a 
driving force for surfaces to be created. Continuous creation of matter is the re-
sult of a similar process. 

Matter arises from the fourth spatial dimension. The Universe is responsible 
for the creation of Matter. Dark Matter Particles (DMPs) carry new Matter in 
the World. DMPs are continuously absorbed by Dark Matter Cores of all Ma-
croobjects (galaxy clusters, galaxies, star clusters, stars and planets) [5]. All visi-
ble Matter is re-emitted by all MOs as a result of DMPs annihilation. 
It is important to emphasize that 
• Creation of Matter is a direct consequence of expansion; 
• Creation of Dark Matter (DM) occurs homogeneously in all points of the 

hypersphere World. Visible Matter is a by-product of DM annihilation. 
Consequently, the matter-antimatter asymmetry problem discussed in “Cha-
racterization of the 1S-2S transition in antihydrogen” [39] does not arise. 

3.6. Multi-Component Dark Matter 

C. Boehm, P. Fayet, and J. Silk propose a way to reconcile the low and high 
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energy signatures in gamma-ray spectra, even if both of them turn out to be due 
to Dark Matter annihilations. One would be a heavy fermion for example, like 
the lightest neutralino (>100 GeV), and the other one a possibly light spin-0 par-
ticle (~ 100 MeV). Both of them would be neutral and also stable [40]. 

WUM: There are two couples of coannihilating DMPs: a heavy Dark Matter 
Fermion 1 (DMF1) with mass 1.3 TeV and a light spin-0 boson—DIRAC with 
mass 70 MeV; a heavy fermion DMF2 with mass 9.6 GeV and a light spin-0 bo-
son—ELOP with mass 340 keV. Besides, we introduce a light fermion DMF3 
with mass 3.7 keV. The values of DM fermion masses fall into ranges estimated 
in literature for neutralinos, WIMPs, and sterile neutrinos respectively [2]. 

WUM postulates that masses of DMPs are proportional to a basic unit of mass 
m0 multiplied by different exponents of α: 

DMF1: 2
DMF1 0m mα−=  

DMF2: 1
DMF2 0m mα−=  

DIRACs: 0
DIRAC 0 22m mα=  

ELOPs: 1
ELOP 02 3m mα=  

DMF3: 2
DMF3 0m mα=  

DMF1, DMF2 and DMF3 are Majorana fermions, which partake in the anni-
hilation interaction with strength equals to 2α− , 1α− , and 2α  respectively. 
The signatures of DMPs annihilation with expected masses of 1.3 TeV; 9.6 GeV; 
70 MeV; 340 keV; 3.7 keV are found in spectra of the diffuse gamma-ray back-
ground and the emission of various macroobjects in the World [2]. The role of 
those particles in MO Cores built up from fermionic dark matter is discussed in 
Sections 4.2 and 4.3. 

3.7. Macroobjects 

The existence of supermassive objects in galactic centers is now commonly ac-
cepted. Many non-traditional models explaining the supermassive dark objects 
observed in galaxies and galaxy clusters, formed by self-gravitating DM com-
posed of fermions or bosons, are widely discussed in literature ([41]-[47]). The 
first phase of stellar evolution in the history of the World may be Dark Stars, 
powered by DM heating rather than fusion [48]. E. Ripamonti and T. Abel dis-
cuss the role of DM in the formation of Primordial Luminous Objects [49]. 

The prospect that DMPs might be observed in Centers of MOs has drawn 
many new researchers to the field. Indirect effects in cosmic rays and gamma-ray 
background from the annihilation of DM in the form of heavy stable neutral 
leptons in Galaxies were considered in pioneer articles [50]-[55]. 

WUM: All Macroobjects of the World have DM Cores surrounded by DM 
and baryonic shells. Annihilation of DMPs gives rise to any combination of 
gamma-ray lines [5]. 

The following facts support the existence of Cores in Macroobjects: 
• A rapid rotation of the solar core has been suggested by García, et al., who 

also gave an approximate estimate of the solar core (below 0.2 solar radius) 
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rotation rate to be between three and five times faster than that of the radia-
tive zone [56]. More accurate results were obtained by Fossat, et al.: core ro-
tates 3.8 ± 0.1 faster than the radiative envelope [57]; 

• By analyzing the minute changes in travel times and wave shapes for earth-
quake doublets, Zhang, et al. concluded that the Earth’s inner core is rotating 
faster than its surface by about 0.3 - 0.5 degrees per year [58]; 

• T. Guillot, et al. found that the deep interior of Jupiter rotates nearly as a ri-
gid body, with differential rotation decreasing by at least an order of magni-
tude compared to the atmosphere [59]. 

The analysis of the Sun’s heat for planets in Solar System yields the effective 
temperature of Earth of 255 K [60]. Mean surface temperature of Earth is 288 K 
[61]. The higher actual temperature of Earth is due to an energy generated in-
ternally by the planet itself. According to WUM, this energy is due to annihila-
tion of DMPs in the Core of Earth [7]. 

The matter creation is occurring homogeneously in all points of the World. It 
follows that new stars and star clusters can be created inside of galaxies, and new 
galaxies and galaxy clusters can arise in the World. Structures form in parallel 
around different cores built from different DMPs. In WUM Dark Matter plays 
the main role inside of all MOs. Formation of galaxies and stars is not a process 
that concluded ages ago; instead, it is ongoing [3]. 

It is interesting to note that in 1934 Dr. Tesla stated that he is able to show 
that all the suns in the universe are constantly growing in mass and heat, so that 
the ultimate fate of each is explosion [62]. 

3.8. Dirac Large Number Hypothesis 

Dirac Large Number Hypothesis is an observation made by Paul Dirac in 1937 
relating ratios of size scales in the Universe to that of force scales. The ratios 
constitute very large, dimensionless numbers, some 40 orders of magnitude in 
the present cosmological epoch. According to Dirac’s hypothesis, the apparent 
equivalence of these ratios might not to be a mere coincidence but instead could 
imply a cosmology where the strength of gravity, as represented by the gravita-
tional “constant” G, is inversely proportional to the cosmological time τ: 

1G τ∝  [63]. 
WUM follows the idea of time-varying G and introduces a dimensionless 

time-varying quantity Q, that is the Age of the World. G can be calculated from 
the value of the parameter Q: 

2 4
1

8π
a cG Q

hc
−= ×  

which in present epoch equals to: 400.759972 10Q = ×  [4]. 

3.9. Neutrinos 

B. Pontecorvo and Y. Smorodinsky discussed the possibility of energy density of 
neutrinos exceeding that of baryonic matter [64]. Neutrino oscillations imply 
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that neutrinos have non-zero masses [65], [66]. 
WUM: According to the Model, the total energy density of neutrinos is about 

69% of the critical energy density. WUM proposes the values of neutrinos mass 
eigenstates , ,

e
m m m

τµν ν ν  [3]: 

1 4 4 2
0

1 3.1 10 eV c
24e

m m Qν
− −= × ≅ ×  

3 2
0

1 4 7.5 10 eV cm m Q
µν

−−= × ≅ ×  

1 4 2 2
06 4.5 10 eV cm m Q

τν
− −= × ≅ ×  

3.10. Emergent Gravity, Space and Time 

C. Barcelo, et al. have this to say about emergent gravity: One of the more fasci-
nating approaches to “quantum gravity” is the suggestion, typically attributed to 
Sakharov [67] [68] that gravity itself may not be “fundamental physics”. Indeed, 
it is now a relatively common opinion, that gravity (and in particular the whole 
notion of spacetime and spacetime geometry) might be no more “fundamental” 
than is fluid dynamics. The word “fundamental” is here used in a rather technic-
al sense—fluid mechanics is not fundamental because there is a known underly-
ing microphysics that of molecular dynamics, of which fluid mechanics is only 
the low-energy low-momentum limit [69]. 

WUM: Time and space are closely connected with Mediums’ impedance and 
gravitomagnetic parameter. It follows that neither time nor space could be dis-
cussed in absence of the Medium. The gravitational parameter G that is propor-
tional to the Mediums’ energy density can be introduced only for the Medium 
filled with Matter. Gravity, Space and Time are all emergent phenomena [4]. 

In this regard, it is worth to recall the Einstein’s quote: When forced to sum-
marize the theory of relativity in one sentence: time and space and gravitation 
have no separate existence from matter. 

4. Hypotheses of Hypersphere World-Universe Model 

4.1. Dark Matter Bosons 

The quantum theory of magnetic charge started with a paper by P. Dirac in 1931 
in which he showed that if any magnetic monopoles exist in the universe, then 
electric charge in the universe must be quantized [70]. The electric charge is, in 
fact, quantized, which is consistent with (but does not prove) the existence of 
monopoles. 

WUM: We introduce DMPs DIRACs, which are dipoles of magnetic mono-
poles with magnetic charges 2eµ α= . They possess a substantial magnetic 
dipole momentum [9]. According to the Model, plasma of magnetic monopoles 
composes shells of star clusters’ cores [6]. Such plasma can exist in a gravitation-
al field of Macroobjects’ Core. 

In 1979 Haim Harari [71] and Michael A. Shupe [72] proposed a heuristic 
model, treating leptons and quarks as composites of spin 1/2 fields with charges 
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0 and ±e/3. In particle physics, preons are point particles, conceived of as sub-
components of quarks and leptons [73]. 

WUM: We introduce DMPs ELOPs that are dipoles of preons with electric 
charges e/3. They have a substantial electric dipole momentum [9]. Plasma of 
preons composes shells of galaxies cores. It can exist in a gravitational field of 
Macroobjects’ Core. 

4.2. Macroobject Shell Model 

According to WUM, Cores of Macroobjects of the World (galaxy clusters, galax-
ies, star clusters, and extrasolar systems) are Fermion Compact Stars (FCS). 
They have Nuclei made up of strongly annihilating dark matter fermions DMF1 
or DMF2 surrounded by different shells made up of various fermions. The shells 
envelope one another, like a Russian doll [2]. The lighter a fermion—the greater 
the radius and the mass of its shell. Innermost shells are the smallest and are 
made up of heaviest fermions; outer shells are larger and consist of lighter par-
ticles. 

The calculated parameters of the shells show that [2]: 
• White Dwarf Shells around the Nuclei made of strongly annihilating DMF1 

or DMF2 compose Cores of stars in extrasolar systems; 
• Shells of monopoles around the Nuclei made of strongly annihilating DMF1 

or DMF2 form Cores of star clusters; 
• Shells of preons around the Nuclei made of strongly annihilating DMF1 or 

DMF2 constitute Cores of galaxies; 
• Shells of DMF3 around the Nuclei made of strongly annihilating DMF1 or 

DMF2 make up Cores of galaxy clusters. 
In our view, Macroobjects possess the following properties [6] [8]: 

• Nuclei are made up of DMPs. Surrounding shells contain DM and baryonic 
matter; 

• Nuclei and shells are growing in time proportionally to square root of cos-
mological time 1 2τ∝  until one of them reaches the critical point of its local 
instability, at which it detonates. The energy released during detonation is 
produced by the annihilation of DMPs. The detonation process does not de-
stroy MO; instead, Hyper-flares occur in active regions of the shells, analog-
ous to Solar flares; 

• All other DMPs in different shells can start annihilation process as the result 
of the first detonation; 

• Afterglow is a result of processes developing in Nuclei and shells after deto-
nation; 

• Different emission lines in spectra of bursts are connected to the Macroob-
jects’ structure, which depends on the composition of the Nuclei and sur-
rounding shells made up of DMPs. Consequently, the diversity of Very High 
Energy Bursts has a clear explanation. 

In the next Section we give examples of the Macroobject Shell Model realization. 
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4.3. Multiwavelength Pulsars 

In “Gamma Ray Pulsars: Multiwavelength Observations” review D. J. Thompson 
presents the light curves from seven highest-confidence Gamma-Ray Pulsars 
(GRPs) in five energy bands: radio, optical, soft X-ray, hard X-ray/soft gamma 
ray, and hard gamma ray (above 100 MeV). Gamma rays are frequently the do-
minant component of the radiated power [74]. 

WUM: Fermi Compact Stars (FCSs) made up of strongly annihilating DMF1 
and DMF2 have maximum mass and minimum size which are equal to parame-
ters of neutron stars. It follows that GRPs might be, in fact, rotating DMF1 or 
DMF2 stars. The nuclei of such pulsars may also be made up of the mixture of 
DMF1 and DMF2 surrounded by shells composed of other DMPs. The GRP 
multiwavelength radiation depends on the composition of Nucleus and shells 
[8]. 

S. Ansoldi, et al. report the most energetic pulsed emission ever detected from 
Crab pulsar reaching up to 1.5 TeV. Such TeV pulsed quants require a parent 
population of electrons with a Lorentz factor of at least 65 10× . These results 
strongly suggest Inverse Compton scattering of low energy photons as the emis-
sion mechanism [75]. 

WUM: TeV pulsed emission from Crab pulsar can be explained by an active 
area of rotating FCS composed of strongly annihilating DMF1 with mass 1.3 
TeV [8]. 

Ge Chen, et al. (2015) report hard X-ray observations of the rotation-powered 
radio pulsar PSR B1509. The log parabolic model describes the NuSTAR data 
spanning 3 keV through 500 MeV. Astronomers opinion is that the obtained 
results support a model in which the pulsar’s lack of GeV emission is due to 
viewing geometry [76]. 

WUM: Multiwavelength emission from pulsar PSR B1509 can be explained by 
rotating DMF2 star with active area irradiating gamma quants with energy 9.6 
GeV, which interact with surrounding shells, causing them to glow in X-ray 
spectrum [8]. 

Solar flares are explosive phenomena that emit electromagnetic radiation ex-
tending from radio to gamma rays. Ackermann, M., et al. present the data of 19 
solar flares detected in high-energy gamma rays in the range 60 MeV to 6 GeV. 
They argue that a hadronic origin of the gamma rays is more likely than a lep-
tonic origin [77]. 

WUM: Multiwavelength emission of solar flares can be explained by the an-
nihilation of dark matter fermions DMF1 and DMF2 in the solar Core. Irra-
diated gamma quants with energy above 10 GeV interact with surrounding 
shells, causing them to glow in a broadband spectrum. 

4.4. Electromagnetic and Gravitoelectromagnetic Parameters 

Maxwell’s equations (ME) vary with the unit system used. Although the general 
shape remains the same, various definitions are changed, and different constants 
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appear in different places. In this Section we will not rewrite well-known equa-
tions, but only provide the relationships between physical quantities used for 
Electromagnetism and Gravitoelectromagnetism in Table 1 and Table 2: 
 
Table 1. Electromagnetism. 

Charge Impedance of Electromagnetic Field Magnetic Flux 

,Cq  0
0 0

0

,Z cµ µ Ω
ε

= =  , Wbqφ  

Electric Current Magnetic Constant Electric Potential 

,AqI  1
0 m,Hµ −⋅  ,VqU  

Magnetic Field Intensity Electric Constant Electric Field 
1,A mq
−⋅H  ( ) 12 1

0 0 , mcε µ
− −= φ ⋅  1,V mq

−⋅E  

Electric Flux Density Electrodynamic Constant Magnetic Flux Density 
2,C mq
−⋅D  1,m sc −⋅  2, Wb mq

−⋅B  

 
Table 2. Gravitoelectromagnetism. 

Mass Impedance of Gravitational Field Gravitomagnetic Flux 

, kgm  g
g g

g

Z cµ
ε
µ

= =  2 1,m smφ
−⋅  

Mass Current Gravitomagnetic Parameter Gravitoelectric potential 

1, kg smI −⋅  
2

4π
g

G
c

µ =  2 2,m smU −⋅  

Gravitomagnetic Field Intensity Gravitoelectric Parameter Gravitoelectric Field 
1 1, kg m sm
− −⋅ ⋅H  ( ) 12

g g cε µ
−

=  2,m sm
−⋅E  

Gravitoelectric Flux Density Gravitoelectrodynamic Constant Gravitomagnetic Flux Density 
2, kg mm
−⋅D  1,m sc −⋅  1,sm

−B  

 
From the above Tables it becomes clear that the dimensions of all physical 

quantities depend on the choice of the charge and mass dimensions (Coulomb & 
kilogram in SI units). In other unit systems the dimensions are different. For in-
stance, in Gaussian units (CGSE): [ ] 3 2 1 2 1cm g seq −⋅ ⋅=  and in CGSM: 
[ ] 1 2 1 2cm gmq ⋅= . 

We seem to possess a substantial degree of freedom when it comes to choos-
ing the dimension of charge and mass. For an arbitrary dimension-transposing 
parameter P we can 
• Multiply the charge and mass and all physical quantities on the left side of 

Table 1 and Table 2 by an arbitrary parameter P; 
• Divide impedances by P2; 
• Divide magnetic fluxes and all physical quantities on the right side of Table 1 

and Table 2 by P. 
Following such a transformation, all physically measurable parameters such as 

energy density and energy flux density remain the same and have the same me-
chanical dimensions. 
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There are two physical sources in ME: total electric charge density ρq and total 
electric current density Jq. According to ME, there are two measurable physical 
characteristics: energy density ρE and energy flux density JE. It is interesting to 
proceed with ME when physical sources are energy density ρE and energy flux 
density JE, which coincide with the same measurable physical characteristics. It 
means that electromagnetic and gravitoelectromagnetic charges should have the 
dimension of “Energy” [9]. Below we make transformations for magnetic para-
meter of the Medium resulting in the dimension of electromagnetic and gravito 
electromagnetic charges “Area” that is equivalent to “Energy” with a constant-  

σ0, that is a basic unit of surface energy density: 0 3

hc
a

σ = . 

In frames of WUM, the gravitational parameter G can be calculated based on 
the value of the energy density of the Medium ρM [1]: 

2

4π
M

gG Pρ
= ×  

where a dimension-transposing parameter Pg equals to: 
3

2g
aP
h c

=  

Using the flexibility of gravitoelectromagnetic charge dimension we replace 
mass m with 

3 2g Cmm P a L× =  

where Lcm is Compton length of mass m. The gravitoelectromagnetic charge has 
a dimension of “Area”, which is equivalent to “Energy” with the constant 2σ0. 
Then Newton’s law of universal gravitation can be rewritten in the following 
way: 

3 3

2 2

2 2
4π

Cm CMM

a a
L Lm MF G

r r
ρ

×
×

= =  

where we introduce the measurable parameter of the Medium ρM instead of the  

phenomenological coefficient G; and gravitoelectromagnetic charges 
3

2 Cm

a
L

 and 

3

2 CM

a
L

 instead of masses m and M. We took constant 2σ0 to fit the total energy  

of masses m and M: 
3 3

2
0 3

22
2 2Cm

a a mc hc mc
L h a

σ× = × =  

As the result of this transformation, the gravitomagnetic parameter  

2

4π
g

G
c

µ =  transforms into μgg: 

2
gg M cµ ρ=  
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that is precisely equals to the energy density of the Medium over c2 [4]. 
For free electric charges e in the Medium of the World we use a dimension-  

transposing parameter g
e

e
P

e
=  where ge  equals to: 

2

4π
2π

F
g

Le  
 
 

= . eg has a  

dimension of “Area”, which is equivalent to “Energy” with the constant 2σ0.  

Then magnetic parameter 0 2

2 h
ce
αµ =  transforms into μ0g: 

2

2 2 2

2 2π
3

pcr
og

g

h
ce c c

ρρα α
µ = = =  

μ0g precisely equals to the value of proton energy density in the Medium pρ  
over c2 [1]. 

It follows that we can treat the electromagnetic field with constant magnetic 
parameter μ0 in the time-varying gravitational Medium with the magnetic para-
meter 1

0gµ τ −∝  and a time-varying electric charge 1 2
ge τ∝ . In this case, free 

electric charges in the Medium can be treated as the pulsating spheres with the  

radius 52.63 10 m
2π

FL −≅ × . 

This approach aligns WUM with Bjerknes mechanism for the attraction and 
the repulsion between two pulsating spheres. Lord Kelvin and Carl Anton 
Bjerknes investigated this mechanism between 1870 and 1903. Bjerknes showed 
that when two spheres immersed in a fluid were pulsating, they exerted a mutual 
attraction, which obeyed Newton’s inverse square law if the pulsations are in 
phase. The spheres repelled when the phases differed by a half wave [78]. 

4.5. Modified Maxwell’s Equations 

To apply ME, it is necessary to specify the constitutive relations: 

0ε=D E  

0

1
µ

=H B  

rρ=E J  

where ε0 is the electric constant and ρr is the electric current resistivity that we 
propose to take the value of 0 0r ca Z aρ µ= = . We emphasize that all quantities 
in ME can be calculated based on physical sources ρ and J [9]. 

There are two auxiliary field quantities: 

0ε= +D E P  

0

1
µ

= −H B M  

The quantities P and M represent the macroscopically averaged electric dipole 
and magnetic dipole moment densities of the material medium in the presence 
of applied fields. Analysis of ME in which all quantities are arbitrary functions of 
space and time has been done in literature ([79] [80]). 
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K. Brown discusses two classical models for the source of “magnetic dipole” 
fields: one based on the juxtaposition of two oppositely charged magnetic mo-
nopoles, and one based on a loop of electric current. These two models might be 
called Coulombic and Amperean dipoles respectively. 

He emphasizes the difference between B and H fields. Outside any magnetic 
material, B and H are strictly proportional to each other, but inside magnetic 
material they are quite different. The potential energy density of a magnetic field 
is really ( ) 2⋅B H , and reduces to 2

02µB  only outside of any magnetic ma-
terial [81]. 

M. Mansuripur compared two versions of the Poynting vector  
( ) 0µ= ×S E B  and = ×S E H . He concludes: the identification of magnetic 

dipoles with Amperian current loops, while certainly acceptable within the con-
fines of Maxwell’s macroscopic equations, is inadequate and leads to complica-
tions when considering energy, force, torque, momentum, and angular momen-
tum in electromagnetic systems that involve the interaction of fields and matter 
[79]. 

WUM: The Medium of the World consists of the following elementary par-
ticles [7]: 
• Protons and electrons with mass mp and me and electric charge e; 
• Mass-varying neutrinos and photons; 
• DMPs including fermions (DMF1, DMF2, DMF3) and bosons (DIRACs and 

ELOPs); 
• ELOPs with mass 2me/3 that are electric dipoles of preons with electric 

charges e/3. They represent the macroscopically averaged electric dipole 
moment density P of the Medium in the presence of applied fields with 
energy density about the proton energy density [7]; 

• DIRACs with mass m0, which are magnetic dipoles of Dirac’s monopoles 
with magnetic charges 2eµ α= . DIRACs are the Coulombic magnetic di-
poles. Their energy density in the Medium is about the proton energy density 
[7]. They represent the macroscopically averaged magnetic dipole moment 
density M of the Medium in the presence of applied fields. 

It is well-known that the dimension of the magnetic field intensity

[ ] 1A m−= ⋅H . We can rewrite it in the following way: 

[ ] [ ] [ ]2 2

C m
m s m s

m
m

⋅
= = =

⋅ ⋅

d
H J  

where md  is a magnetic dipole momentum. It looks like magnetic field inten-
sity H is, in fact, proportional to the current density mJ  of magnetic dipoles 
dm: 

m mρ=H J  

where ρm is a magnetic dipole current resistivity. In our opinion, the magnetic 
field intensity H is not an “auxiliary” field quantity. On the contrary, it is a real 
magnetic field quantity. That is why = ×S E H  is a true Poynting vector and 
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( ) 2⋅B H  is a true potential energy density of a magnetic field. 
In summary: magnetic monopoles are not the subject of Maxwell’s equations; 

instead, magnetic dipoles DIRACs are. To describe the propagation of electro-
magnetic signals through the Medium of the World we should modify Maxwell’s 
equations [9]: 
• consider the macroscopically averaged electric P and magnetic M dipole 

moment density of the Medium in the presence of applied fields; 
• consider ELOPs and DIRACs current densities induced by the electromag-

netic field. 
Most articles on electromagnetic theory follow the classical approach of steady 

state solutions of Maxwell’s equations. H. Harmuth and K. Lukin in “Interstellar 
Propagation of Electromagnetic Signals” point out the deficiencies in Maxwell’s 
theory and present an exciting new way of obtaining transient or signals solu-
tions. A new approach based on microscopic description of the medium and 
analytical solution of Maxwell equations in time domain has been used to solve 
the problem [82]. 

H. Harmuth and K. Lukin analyzed the propagation of electromagnetic signals 
through a non-conducting medium with very low density of neutral gas consi-
dering both electric and magnetic dipole currents [82]. Authors modify Max-
well’s equations for “empty space” using both electric and magnetic dipole cur-
rent densities rather than electric and magnetic flux densities. This implies de-
scription of the medium in the frame of microscopic approach using representa-
tion of a hydrogen atom as a combination of electric and magnetic dipoles [82]. 
Those dipoles produce electric and magnetic dipole currents under the electro-
magnetic field action that is to be calculated in a self-consistent way. 

H. Harmuth and K. Lukin created a self-consistent system containing both 
Maxwell equations and equations for the dipole current densities evolution un-
der the electromagnetic field action in the following form [83]: 

mrot
t

µ ∂
− = +

∂
HE g  

erot
t

ε ∂= +
∂
EH g  

0div divε µ= =E H  

2 dmpe
e mp e pt

t
τ

τ σ
τ

∂
+ + =

∂ ∫
g

g g E  

2 d 2mpm
m mp e pt s

t
τ

τ
τ

∂
+ + =

∂ ∫
gg g H  

2
0 mp

p

N e
m
τ

σ =  

2
0 m mp

p

N q
s

m
τ

=  

0

2
m

m
mq
r

µ
=  
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where σp and sp are electric and magnetic dipole current conductances; ge and gm 
are electric and magnetic dipole current densities induced by the electromagnet-
ic field; ε and μ are electric and magnetic constants; e and m are charge and mass 
of an electron; mm0 and qm are magnetic dipole moment and fictitious magnet 
charge; τmp and τ are the relaxation time and period of eigen-frequency of the 
dipole-oscillator used as the model for atomic hydrogen. 

Authors concluded that the time delay between the signal precursor and its 
main lobe evaluated may be used for evaluation of either distance to a pulsar for 
the known medium parameters or those parameters for a given distance to the 
pulsar [83]. 

R. Beck and R. Wielebinski discuss the omnipresence of Cosmic Magnetism: 
Most of the visible matter in the Universe is ionized, so that cosmic magnetic 
fields are quite easy to generate and due to the lack of magnetic monopoles hard 
to destroy. Magnetic fields have been measured in or around practically all celes-
tial objects. The Earth, the Sun, solar planets, stars, pulsars, the Milky Way, 
nearby galaxies, more distant (radio) galaxies, quasars and even intergalactic 
space in clusters of galaxies have significant magnetic fields, and even larger vo-
lumes of the Universe may be permeated by “dark” magnetic fields [84]. 

WUM explains the similarity of field patterns and flow patterns of the diffuse 
ionized gas [85] by the flow of DIRACs along with diffuse ionized gas. The 
large-scale structure of the Milky Way’s magnetic field [85], a dark magnetic 
field [86] and other magnetic phenomena which are only partly related to ob-
jects visible in other spectral ranges [84] can be explained by flows of dark mat-
ter particles DIRACs. We believe that the developed approach to magnetic field 
[9] can answer questions on the origin and evolution of magnetic fields such as 
their first occurrence in young galaxies, or the existence of large-scale intergalac-
tic fields [84]. 

In conclusion: 
• We should build an all-encompassing theory of Intergalactic propagation of 

electromagnetic signals considering the content of the Medium proposed in 
WUM; 

• Hypersphere WUM can serve as a basis for Cosmic Magnetism. 

4.6. Inter-Connectivity of Primary Cosmological Parameters 

The constancy of the universe fundamental constants, including Newtonian 
constant of gravitation, Fermi coupling constant, Planck mass, is now commonly 
accepted, although has never been firmly established as a fact. All conclusions on 
the (almost) constancy of the Newtonian parameter of gravitation are mod-
el-dependent [4]. A commonly held opinion states that gravity has no estab-
lished relation to other fundamental forces, so it does not appear possible to 
calculate it indirectly from other constants that can be measured more accurate-
ly, as is done in some other areas of physics. WUM holds that there indeed exist 
relations between all primary cosmological parameters that depend on dimen-
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sionless time-varying quantity Q [5]. 
The model develops a mathematical framework that allows for direct calcula-

tion of the following parameters through Q [7]: 
• Newtonian parameter of gravitation G; 
• Hubble’s parameter H; 
• Age of the World Aτ; 
• The Worlds’ radius of curvature in the fourth spatial dimension R; 
• Critical energy density ρcr; 
• Temperature of the Microwave Background Radiation TMBR; 
• Temperature of the Far-Infrared Background Radiation peak TFIRB; 
• Electronic neutrino mass 

e
mν ; 

• Muonic neutrino mass m
µν

; 
• Tauonic neutrino mass m

τν
; 

• Fermi coupling parameter GF; 
• Photons minimum energy Ephi. 

The precision of their measured values increases by orders of magnitude. In 
frames of WUM, we calculate the values of these parameters, which are in good 
agreement with the latest results of their measurements. 

For example, calculating the value of Hubble’s parameter H0 based on the av-
erage value of the gravitational parameter G we find 0 68.7457 km s MpcH = ⋅ , 
which is in good agreement with 0 69.32 0.8 km s MpcH = ± ⋅  obtained using 
WMAP data [87]. 

The black-body spectrum of the cosmic Microwave Background Radiation 
(MBR) is due to thermodynamic equilibrium of photons with low density inter-
galactic plasma [1]. WUM calculates the value of TMBR to be 2.72518 KMBRT = , 
which is in excellent agreement with experimentally measured value of 2.72548 
± 0.00057 K [88]. 

Based on the thermo-equilibrium of drops of Bose-Einstein-condensed di-
neutrinos [3] we calculate their stationary temperature that corresponds to the 
Far-Infrared Background temperature peak TFIRB and obtain 28.955 KFIRBT = , 
which is in an excellent agreement with experimentally measured value of 29 K 
([89]-[100]). 

L. Zyga has found that the measured G values from 1980 to 2015 oscillate over 
time (about 11 3 1 20.001 10 m kg s− − −± ⋅ ⋅× ) like a sine wave with a period of 5.9 
years [101]. In frames of WUM, these results can be explained by variations of 
the flux of neutrinos emanating from Sun. 

Today, Fermi coupling parameter is known with the highest precision. Based 
on its average value: 

5 21.1663787 10 GeVFG − −= ×  

we can calculate and significantly increase the precision of the values of all 
Q-dependent parameters. The calculated value of the parameter QF based on GF 
is [4]: 
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400.75992106 10FQ = ×  

that is much more precise than the value of parameter QG calculated based on G: 
400.759972 10GQ = ×  

As an example of the increased precision: 
• the measured average value of G from CODATA is: 

11 3 1 26.67408 10 m kg sG − − −⋅= ⋅×  

• the calculated value of G based on QF is: 
11 3 1 26.6745358 10 m kg sG − − −⋅ ⋅= ×  

The CODATA value of G is slightly smaller (<0.007%) than the calculated value. 
WUM makes reasonable assumptions in the main areas of Cosmology. The 

remarkable agreement of the calculated values of the primary cosmological pa-
rameters with the observational data gives us considerable confidence in the 
Model. We propose to introduce Q as a new Fundamental Parameter tracked by 
CODATA and use its value in calculation of all Q-dependent parameters. 

5. Assumptions, Evidence, Principle Points and Predictions 

5.1. Assumptions 

WUM is based on the following primary assumptions [1]: 
• The universality of physical laws; 
• The cosmological principle which states that on a large scale the World is 

homogeneous and isotropic; 
• The World is a finite three-dimensional Hypersphere. All points of the 

Hypersphere are equivalent; there are no preferred centers or boundary of 
the World; 

• The World is expanding inside the Universe along the fourth spatial dimen-
sion with speed equal to the gravitoelectrodynamic constant c; 

• Supremacy of Matter and continuous creation of Matter; 
• Variable Gravitational parameter; 
• Maxwell’s equations for Electromagnetism and Gravitoelectromagnetism; 
• Elementary particles have the following characteristics: type of particle (fer-

mion or boson), four-momentum, mass and charge; 
• The Medium of the World, consisting of protons, electrons, photons, neutri-

nos, and dark matter particles is an active agent in all physical phenomena in 
the World. 

5.2. Evidence of the Hypersphere World 

The physical laws we observe appear to be independent of the Worlds’ curvature 
in the fourth spatial dimension due to small enough observers in comparison 
with the radius of the curvature. Direct observation of the Worlds’ curvature 
would then appear to be a hopeless goal. One way to prove the existence of the 
Worlds’ curvature is direct measurement of truly large-scale parameters of the 
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World: Gravitational, Hubble’s, Temperature of the Microwave Background 
Radiation. Conducted at various points of time, these measurements would give 
us varying results, providing insight into the curved nature of the World. Un-
fortunately, the accuracy of the measurements is quite poor. Measurement errors 
far outweigh any possible “curvature effects”, rendering this technique useless in 
practice. To be conclusive, the measurements would have to be conducted bil-
lions of years apart. 

Let’s consider an effect that has indeed been observed for billions of years, al-
beit indirectly [5]. 4.6 billion years ago the Suns’ output has been only 70 percent 
as intense during that epoch as it is during the modern epoch [102]. One of the 
consequences of WUM holds that all stars were fainter in the past. As their cores 
absorb new DM, size of macroobjects cores RMO and their luminosity LMO are in-
creasing in time 1 2 1 2

MOR Q τ∝ ∝  and MOL Q τ∝ ∝  respectively. Taking the 
Age of the World ≅ 14.2 Byr and the age of solar system ≅ 4.6 Byr, it is easy to 
find that the young Suns’ output was 67% of what it is today [2]. 

Another effect that has been observed directly is photons’ time delay relative 
to the light travel time LTT obsv emitt τ τ= −  from the source of Fast Radio Burst 
(FRB) billions of years away from Earth. τemit and τobsv are cosmological times 
(Ages of the World at the moments of emitting and observing photons), both 
measured from the Beginning of the World [6]. FRBs are bright, unresolved, 
broadband, millisecond flashes found in parts of the sky outside Milky Way. As-
tronomers believe that the pulses are emitted simultaneously over a wide range 
of frequencies. However, as observed on Earth, the components of each pulse 
emitted at higher radio frequencies arrive before those emitted at lower frequen-
cies. This delay is described by a value referred to as a Dispersion Measure which 
depends on the number density of electrons integrated along the path traveled 
by the photon from the source of FRB to Earth [103] [104]. 

We propose to calculate a Dispersion Measure based on the calculated elec-
tron concentration ne in the Medium of the World that decreasing in time 

1 1
en Q τ− −∝ ∝  [1]. The calculated value of photons’ time delay for FRB 150418 

[6] is in good agreement with experimentally measured value [105]. We em-
phasize that the described astrophysical phenomenon, Fast Radio Burst, mani-
fests the existence of the Intergalactic plasma. 

The proposed approach to the fourth spatial dimension agrees with Mach’s 
principle: “Local physical laws are determined by the large-scale structure of the 
universe”. Applied to WUM, it follows that all parameters of the World de-
pending on Q are a manifestation of the Worlds’ curvature in the fourth spatial 
dimension [1]. 

5.3. Principle Points 

WUM is based on the following Principle Points [5]: 
• The World was started by a fluctuation in the Eternal Universe, and the Nuc-

leus of the World, which is a four dimensional 4-ball, was born. The Begin-
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ning of the World is a Quantum effect. 
• The 3D World is the Hypersphere that is the surface of the 4-ball Nucleus. 

Hence the World is curved in the fourth spatial dimension. 
• The 4-ball is expanding in the Eternal Universe, and its surface, the hyper-

sphere, is likewise expanding so that the radius of the 4-ball is increasing with 
speed 𝑐𝑐 that is the gravitoelectrodynamic constant. 

• The surface of the hypersphere is created in a process analogous to sublima-
tion, which is an endothermic process. Continuous creation of matter is the 
result of a similar process. The creation of matter is happening homoge-
neously in all points of the hypersphere World and is a direct consequence of 
expansion. Visible Matter is a by-product of DM annihilation. 

• The World consists of the Medium and Macroobjects. The Medium consists 
of stable elementary particles with lifetimes longer than the age of the World: 
protons, electrons, photons, neutrinos, and dark matter particles. The energy 
density of the Medium is 2/3 of the total energy density in all cosmological 
times. 

• Galaxy clusters, Galaxies, Star clusters, Extrasolar systems, Planets, etc. are 
made of these particles. The energy density of Macroobjects is 1/3 of the total 
energy density throughout the World’s evolution. 

• Time, Space and Gravitation are emergent phenomena and have no separate 
existence from Matter. In WUM, they are closely connected with the imped-
ance, the gravitomagnetic parameter, and the energy density of the Medium 
respectively. 

• Maxwell’s Equations for Electromagnetism and Gravitoelectromagnetism 
play a principal role in the description of the World. 

• Two Fundamental Parameters in various rational exponents define all macro 
features of the World: Sommerfeld’s constant α and dimensionless Quantity 
Q. While α is constant, Q increases in time, and is, in fact, a measure of the 
Worlds’ curvature in the fourth spatial dimension and the Age of the World. 

• WUM holds that there exist relations between all Q-dependent parameters: 
Newtonian parameter of gravitation and Hubble’s parameter; Critical energy 
density and Fermi coupling parameter; Temperatures of the Microwave 
Background Radiation and Far-Infrared Background Radiation peak. The 
calculated values of these parameters are in good agreement with the latest 
results of their measurements. Model proposes to introduce a new funda-
mental quantity Q in the CODATA internationally recommended values for 
calculating all Q-dependent parameters of the World. 

• The black-body spectrum of the cosmic Microwave Background Radiation is 
due to thermodynamic equilibrium of photons with low density Intergalactic 
Plasma. 

• The Far-Infrared Background Radiation is due to the emission of BEC drops 
created as the result of the Bose-Einstein Condensation (BEC) of dineutrinos. 
The BEC drops absorb energy directly from the Medium of the World pro-
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vided by dineutrinos and re-emit this energy in FIRB at the stationary tem-
perature TFIRB. 

• The total energy density of neutrinos is about 69% of the critical energy den-
sity. 

• Dark Matter (DM) consists of 5 different particles: DMF1, DMF2, DMF3, 
DIRACs, and ELOPs, and has the relative energy density of about 24% [2]. 

• All Macroobjects of the World (galaxy clusters, galaxies, star clusters, extra-
solar systems, and planets) possess the following properties: their Cores are 
made up of DMPs; they contain other particles, including DM and baryonic 
matter, in shells surrounding the Cores. Annihilation of DMPs can give rise 
to any combination of gamma-ray lines. 

• The total cosmic-ray radiation consists of Gamma-ray Background Radiation 
plus X-ray radiation from the different highly ionized chemical elements in 
the hot areas of the World [2]. 

• Nucleosynthesis of all elements occurs inside stars during their evolution. 
Stellar nucleosynthesis theory should be enhanced to account for annihila-
tion of heavy DMPs (DMF1 and DMF2) inside of the Stars’ Cores [5]. 

• Macroobjects form from top (galaxy clusters) down to extrasolar systems in 
parallel around different Cores made of different DMPs. Formation of galax-
ies and stars is not a process that concluded ages ago; instead, it is ongoing. 

• Assuming an Eternal Universe, the numbers of cosmological structures on all 
levels will increase: new galaxy clusters will form; existing clusters will obtain 
new galaxies; new stars will be born inside existing galaxies; sizes of individu-
al stars will increase, etc. The temperature of the Medium of the World will 
asymptotically approach absolute zero [5]. 

5.4. Predictions 

WUM makes the following predictions, which we hope will be supported by ex-
perimental data [5]: 
• All Macroobjects of the World (galaxy clusters, galaxies, star clusters, extra-

solar systems, and planets) possess Cores that are made up of DMPs. All 
round objects in hydrostatic equilibrium, down to Mimas in Solar system, 
should be considered Planets; 

• WUM predicts existence of DMPs with 1.3 TeV, 9.6 GeV, 70 MeV, 340 keV, 
and 3.7 keV masses; 

• Model makes predictions pertaining to neutrinos mass eigenstates and pho-
tons minimum energy in a present cosmological epoch:  

4 23.1 10 eV c
e

mν
−≅ × ; 3 27.5 10 eV cm

µν
−≅ × ; 2 24.5 10 eV cm

τν
−≅ ×  and 

141.9 10 eVphiE −≅ ×  respectively [5]; 
• WUM predicts the concentration of Intergalactic plasma in the present cos-

mological epoch: 30.2548 mp en n −= =  [1]; 
• Model proposes new types of particle interactions (Super Weak and Ex-

tremely Weak) with coupling strength in the present cosmological epoch: 
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~10−10 and ~10−20 times weaker than that of weak interaction [3]. 
The Hypersphere World-Universe Model successfully describes primary pa-

rameters and their relationships, ranging in scale from cosmological structures 
to elementary particles. WUM allows for precise calculation of values that were 
only measured experimentally earlier and makes verifiable predictions. WUM 
does not attempt to explain all available cosmological data, as that is an impossi-
ble feat for any one manuscript. Nor does WUM pretend to have built an 
all-encompassing theory that can be accepted as is. The Model needs significant 
further elaboration, but in its present shape, it can already serve as a basis for a 
new Classical Physics proposed by Paul Dirac in 1937. The Model should be de-
veloped into a well-elaborated theory by all physical community. 
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